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Xvhen a human being is infected by vil、uses or ce11S are exposed to stress, val'ious molecules are
released as a molecular pattem 介om the lesion site to the dendrites and macrophages, and their

ConcentrationS 8radua11y change. The comprehensive detection of these biomarkers would enable
Patients with brain dysfunction and infections to be treated appropriately acc01'ding to the progression
Of the disease and the probability of mortality and sequelae 、Nould reduce. A sens01' that can detect a
Variety of molecules, from smaⅡ molecules to macromolecules, regardless of moleculal' size, should
be developed to detectthese molecular pattems. AHhough various conventionalsemiconductor sensors
have been developed, a sensor 、Nhich can comprehensively detect molecules of various sizes in a
bi010gical environment without extending the Debye length has not been realized. The micl'0・electl'0・
mechanical system (MEMS) opticalinterferometric surface・stress sensor proposed by our laboratory
Can comprehensively detect low・concentration and sma11 molecules,、vhich have been difficultto detect
Using conventional surface・stress sensors, as weⅡ as macromolecules exceeding the Debye length by
Optimizing the wavelength selectivity and geometry parameters ofthe interferometer. Therefore, for a
highly sensitive detection of target molecules of various sizes, interferolneters with metal half・1nirror
and cavity・sealed structures 、Nith optimized geometry pal'ameters, which can improve the detection
Performance of the sensor,、Nere fabricated and bio・interfaces for adsorbing molecules on the sensor
Were constructed. Through the above tasks, this thesis presents the development of t11e sensor for a
Iabel・free and colnprehensive detection of proteins and neurotransmitters in liquids and gas molecules
In alr.

First, the MEMs interfel'ometel' with metal half-mirrors structure was studied. ASS山ning this device

is used for blood inspection, Au was selected as t11e half・mirror material because it has a superior
transparent characteristic in the near-in介ared wavelength region, where the absorption coefficient of
blood components is smaⅡ. subsequenuy,、Ne fabricated a MEMs interferometer with Au half・min'ors
and const札Icted a bio・hlterface onto d〕e interferometer to immobilize the albumin antibodies. The chip

Was immersed in the solution and the response ofthe sensor 、¥as obtained when the sample containing
the albumin antigen molecule 、¥as added at a final concen廿ation of lo nghηL and 、vhen other proteins
Were added. As a result, only the former exhibited the deaection of the membrane, suggesting t11e

Possibility of selective detection of macromolecular proteins using the antigen-antibody reactions.
Based on the results of this study, our research group constructed a MEMs inta'ferolneter with

Optimized geometry parameters and evaluated the concentration dependence and Hmit of detection
(LOD) for macromolecular proteins. The results indicated thatthe sensorreacted in a low concentration
range of loo ag/mL-1 ng/mL, and the LOD 、Nas observed to be loo agh11L-1 fg/1nL. The results
indicated that this is the most sensitive detection of macromolecular proteins in label・介ee
Semiconductor biosensors.

In the early interferometers with meta11ic half・mirrors structure, the sealing of the interferometer
Was incomplete because of the constraints of 小e fabrication process. Therefore, a ne、N interfel'ometer
With a cavity・sealed structure 、Nas studied. considering the appHcation of this sensor to the detection
Of both proteins in Hquids and gas molecules,、Ne proposed to use the polymeric material used as tl)e
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molecular adsorption layer of the proteins as a gas・reactive layer. optical al〕d 6nite element analyses
Ofthe ne、Nly proposed sensor were perfonηed and an interferometer with optimized various parameters
Was fabrjcated. subsequenuy, a polymer that functioned as a gas・reactive film 、Nas deposited on the
interferometer, and the concentration dependence and minimum detection limits for volatile ethan01
Were evaluated.、Ne observed thatthe linear response was acquired in the concentration range of 5-110
Ppln, and dle LOD waS 5 Ppm. The result indicates thatthe sensitivity ofthe sensor 、¥as comparable to
Semiconductor・based sensors, which have the highest sensitivity for measuring ethanol at room

t引nperature; tl〕is suggested the feasibility of the sensor that can detect ethanol concentrations of sub・
Ppm by optimizing t11e geometry parameters of the interfel'ometer.

FinaⅡy, to demonstrate the detectability of smaⅡ molecules in the liquid,、ve studied the use of a
molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) as a molecular adsorption layer that adsorbCan

neurotransmitters. considering tlw h]tegration with the sensor,、ve used electrochemical polymerization
to enable t11e selective fonηation ofthe MIP 、~ith the telnplate of dopamine (DA), which is weⅡ known
as a neurotranslnittel', on a conductive materialin liquid, and fonned the MIP 行lm. subsequently, dle
Sensor was i1ηmersed in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and the time course ofthe reaection spectr山れ
Was acquired when the DA was added into pBs to bring the final concentration t0 1 μM. As a result,
the deformation ofthe defonηable membrane was obsel'ved only in the presence ofDA, and the spectral

resp01〕se o、Ning to the adsorption of DA 、Nas acquil'ed, SU8gestin8 the feasibility of detecting
neurotransmitters.

In tl)is study,、ve l'ealized the label・介ee detection of proteins and neurotransmitters in liquids and
gas molecules in air using the proposed sensor and demonstrated t11e feasibility of a S引Isor that can
detect molecules of various sizes. we expect t11at t11e realization of the device that has no restriction
On the size of detectable molecules and can measure t11e adsorption process oftarget molecules in real・
time 、NiⅡ become an innovative basic techn010gy in medica11'esearch.


